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overview
Global Payments (NYSE: GPN) makes life a little easier for millions of
businesses and consumers every day. As one of the largest payment
processors in the world, Global Payments processes billions of both
business and consumer transactions annually through our electronic
information network.

Organizations using Global Payments’ electronic transaction processing
services include: merchants, Independent Sales Organizations (ISOs),
financial institutions, government agencies, and multi-national corporations located throughout the United States, Canada, and Europe. Our
comprehensive line of payment solutions encompasses processing for
credit and debit cards plus Electronic Benefits Transfer (EBT); businessto-business purchasing cards; gift cards; check guarantee, verification,
and recovery; and point-of-sale terminal management.

2001

at a glance

2.4 billion transactions processed
915,000 merchant locations served
$350 million in revenues generated

financial highlights

Financial Highlights for Normalized Results*
Year Ended May 31

(In thousands, except per share data)

2001

2000

$350,315

$327,183

Operating Income*

$60,714

$59,160

Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation
and Amortization (EBITDA)*

$82,469

$79,188

Net Income*

$30,949

$30,166

Total Current Assets

$137,782

$80,225

Total Liabilities

$150,014

$149,679

Shareholders’ Equity

$271,022

$119,795

$78,614

$41,296

Basic Earnings per Share*

$1.08

$1.13

Diluted Earnings per Share*

$1.06

$1.13

Basic Shares

28,616

26,586

Diluted Shares

29,134

26,793

Revenues*

Net Cash Provided by Operating Activities

* Normalized results exclude the impact of divested businesses and other non-recurring items and include certain pro forma costs
assuming the spin from National Data Corporation occurred on June 1, 1999. You should refer to the Company’s most recent
filings with the SEC, including its Annual Report on Form 10-K included in this Annual Report, for a complete presentation of
financial results.
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to our shareholders
a letter from the CEO
On February 1, 2001, I had the

our shareholders are all proof of our intent to fulfill our

honor of ringing the bell at the

mission, “to be the leader in the delivery of payments

New York Stock Exchange,

and associated information.”

opening trading and signifying
our

inception

as

Global

We feel fortunate to be able to draw upon the talents of

Payments Inc. At that moment,

our new Board of Directors, who are uniquely qualified

not only was Global Payments

for their role of providing expertise and guidance on the

launched, but it also marked

pursuit of our mission. Welcome to Global Payments.

the conclusion of over a year
of hard work to position our
company for the successful
spin

from

National

Data

Corporation (NDC).

Financial Overview
For the fiscal year ended May 31, 2001, we reported that
annual revenue grew by 7% to $350.3 million, resulting
in net income of $30.9 million and diluted earnings per
share of $1.06, as presented on a normalized basis.

Our legacy from NDC includes over three decades of
strong products and services bolstered by an uncompromising dedication to providing our customers with the
highest possible level of service. Consequently, on
February 1, 2001, a new independent public corporation

These results compare to the prior year’s normalized
revenue of $327.2 million, net income of $30.2 million,
and diluted earnings per share of $1.13. We continue to
be a strong generator of cash, with EBITDA of more
than $82 million for the year.

with very deep roots in the payment processing industry
was created.

These results exclude the impact of divested businesses
and other non-recurring items, and includes certain pro

The premise to spin Global Payments was based on the
belief that all constituencies – our customers, our share-

forma costs assuming our spin from NDC occurred on
June 1, 1999.

holders, and our employees – would be better served by a
company that exclusively focuses on merchant payments.
We believe that we have made significant steps in validat-

Growth in Canada and North America

ing that premise. Our product offerings, our core

Two significant acquisitions will make Global Payments

market share growth, the opportu-

the largest independent publicly held Visa® and

nities created for our

MasterCard® merchant acquirer in Canada. These two

employees,

strategic transactions are an important element in

and

the return to
‘to be
the leader in the
delivery of payments
and associated information’

enhancing our North American presence through the
creation of alliances with two of the strongest financial
institutions in Canada.
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On March 20, 2001, we closed our transaction with

by 2005. In addition, the methods of payment will change,

Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce (CIBC), acquiring

with less cash and more cards and electronic payments.

the assets of CIBC’s merchant acquiring business and
forming a 10-year marketing alliance to offer credit and debit

To benefit from this projected growth, Global Payments

card payment products and services to merchants in Canada.

undertook several major actions during 2001. We consoli-

Annual revenue from CIBC’s merchant acquiring business

dated locations and sold our non-core card issuing and

was $92.0 million for the year ended October 31, 2000.

community banking operations, while investing and
enhancing our core infrastructure. To that end, we

On June 27, 2001, Global Payments announced an agree-

increased the resources devoted to sales, product develop-

ment to acquire National Bank of Canada’s merchant

ment, customer support, and systems infrastructure.

acquiring business and form a 10-year alliance for marketing
merchant payment-related products and services to the

However, no matter how efficient you are, how deep your

bank’s customers. National Bank is Canada’s second largest

products, or how successful your sales force, you will be

MasterCard merchant acquirer and enjoys the number one

governed by the relative strength of your industry. Global

position in the province of Quebec.

Payments is fortunate to be involved in a dynamic industry
that offers all of the components of a great business

These key relationships not only give us a leading position in

model; namely scale, strong margins, leverage, significant

the Canadian market, but also afford Global Payments

recurring revenues, and excellent cash flow. Although we

ongoing growth through a network of 1,800 bank branches,

benefit from all of these characteristics, this is not an easy

which will exclusively refer business to us. Consequently,

industry to enter; consequently, entrenched companies

our Canadian merchants will be afforded one solution for

such as Global Payments have a significant advantage over

all of their payment needs. Global Payments, as an inde-

new entries.

pendent merchant acquirer, will offer both Visa and
MasterCard processing in Canada, whereas financial institutions are individually limited to providing processing for
either Visa or MasterCard.

A Unique Market Niche
Offering both an indirect and direct distribution model
allows Global Payments to serve merchants of all sizes and
in all markets. We organize our merchant acquiring busi-

Preparing for the Future

ness into two areas: (1) our “direct” business, encompassing

Global is well positioned to take advantage of a vast and

check, debit, credit, EBT, stored value, gift card, and

expanding worldwide payments market. In the U.S. alone,

emerging payments services offered to merchants in

the latest industry statistics project that consumer pay-

Canada and the United States through our 300-strong

ments will increase from $4.3 trillion in 1997 to $6.5 trillion

sales and marketing team; and (2) our “indirect” business,
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including our support of financial institutions and

from both our North American and European offices. This

Independent Sales Organizations (ISOs), which purchase

allows us to provide services for our customers who are

merchant services from us and then repackage them for sale

increasingly taking advantage of global opportunities.

to their customers. Typically, our direct sales force and financial institution channels focus on mid-size to large merchants
while the ISO channel concentrates on smaller merchants.

Looking to the Future
Contributions of resourceful, empowered, and talented
employees; a strong management team with the ability to

By increasing our points of distribution – adding sales

take advantage of emerging opportunities; and an unwaver-

staff, building a strong ISO network, and consummating

ing commitment to building value for shareholders – these

strategic acquisitions – Global Payments has succeeded in

are the qualities that created a strong foundation in 2001

creating a diverse sales channel that can target multiple mar-

and are the basis for our optimism concerning the future.

kets simultaneously. Our marketing alliances, a hybrid of

Thank you for your continued support.

our direct and financial institution sales channels, are an
important additional generator of new revenue. This year

Sincerely,

we significantly expanded our alliance relationship with
Comerica Bank in addition to acquiring the merchant

signature FPO

portfolio of Imperial Bank, a financial institution headquartered on the U.S. West Coast that was acquired by
Comerica in early 2001. This agreement is also key to the

Paul R. Garcia

expansion of our West Coast presence. These partnerships

President and Chief Executive Officer

augment our internal sales efforts and expand our reach
into new marketplaces.
Global is expanding by creating new products which
increase and deepen our share of new and existing vertical
markets, as well as by seeking key alliances and acquisitions to accelerate geographic expansion. From a product
standpoint, we continue to build on our core offerings while
expanding key vertical markets such as government,
healthcare, gaming, restaurant, and specialty retail.
Geographically, we have dramatically increased our presence
in Canada and continue to serve international customers

we continue
to build on our core
offerings while expanding
key vertical markets

pioneering
Global Payments
officially launched as separate company
When the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) opened

Last year, NDC announced it would separate its two

February 1, 2001, with the ringing of the opening bell by

lines of business – eCommerce and health information

Global Payments’ executive management, it signified

services – into two companies, each with a unique market

the completion of a major initiative that had been

focus supported by separate operations. Global

underway for over a year. On that date, Global Payments

Payments began operating independently of its former

officially became a separate company from National

parent company, NDC, at the beginning of the 2001 fiscal

Data Corporation (NDC).

year (June 1, 2000). NDC shareholders received 0.8
shares of Global Payments stock for every share of NDC
stock in this tax-free spin.

NDC pioneered electronic transactions more than 30
years ago, and Global Payments inherited that knowledge
base; and with it a strong array of products, services, and
talent. Global Payments began operations as a company
with expertise, a strong customer base, and a vision that
will carry the company into the future.

Global Payments opened trading
on the New York Stock Exchange
on February 1, 2001.

NYSE:GPN

Creating Lasting Shareholder Value

Building an Identity

Preparing for the spin required extensive planning, as

In deciding upon a name for the company, hundreds of

well as the development of separate internal resources

potential names were reviewed. None truly encompassed

and staffing for formerly shared functions such as legal,

the company’s mission like Global Payments. Never has

finance, and human resources.

the word “Global” been so applicable as it is today, with
the Internet making this a truly global economy. Of

In keeping with the goal of enhancing shareholder

course, the word “Payments” directly correlates to the

value, Global Payments consolidated certain facilities

services that are at the heart of Global’s business.

and platforms to eliminate duplication and reduce
expenses. The company is currently working to integrate

Global has worked diligently to re-brand its marketing

the operations of its CIBC alliance with those of Global.

and communications materials with the new name and
logo. Global Payments’ new logo, designed by a leading

One of the major steps in the spin from NDC was build-

design firm, is a dynamic reflection of the company’s

ing a management team and a Board of Directors for the

leadership and expertise. Through advertising and other

new company. This important task was accomplished

marketing materials, the new corporate identity has

during the year, and the result is a committed, capable

been introduced to customers, partners, vendors, and

team of talented people who comprise the corporate

employees, creating a strong identity for the company

Board, officers, and management of Global Payments.

that builds on the positive recognition of NDC.
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preparing
Global Payments becomes
largest independent acquirer in Canada
Global Payments took steps during 2001 to significantly
expand its North American presence. Global completed
the acquisition of the merchant acquiring businesses of
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce (CIBC) in March
2001. In June 2001, Global Payments announced an
agreement to acquire National Bank of Canada’s merchant
acquiring business.

The acquisitions and related marketing alliances significantly broaden Global’s scope and presence in Canada
and provide an array of additional payment solutions
to customers served by CIBC and National Bank.

Upon completion of the National Bank transaction,
Global Payments’ presence in Canada will be substantial.
The company will be the largest publicly traded, independent Visa and MasterCard acquirer in Canada and the
second largest debit acquirer.
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CIBC

National Bank of Canada

Global’s relationship with CIBC includes a 10-year

The acquisition of National Bank of Canada’s merchant

marketing alliance to offer Visa credit and debit card

acquiring business will also include a 10-year alliance

payment products and services to merchants in Canada.

for marketing merchant payment-related products and

Prior to its acquisition by Global Payments, CIBC’s

services to bank customers. Global will receive referrals

merchant acquiring services processed over 800 million

from National Bank’s 600 branch locations, many of

transactions a year through more than 140,000 merchant

which are in Quebec, thereby strengthening Global

locations. CIBC has been one of Canada’s leading Visa

Payments’ presence in Canada.

and online debit acquirers, with 1,200 branch locations
that will be referring all of their merchants to Global

National Bank is Canada’s second largest MasterCard

Payments for processing services.

merchant acquirer and a leading Canadian online debit
card acquirer. The bank processes over 225 million

Through its affiliation with CIBC, Global Payments

transactions per year for over 73,000 merchant locations

benefits from the established brand equity of one of the

throughout Canada.

largest banks in North America. CIBC offers more than
eight million personal banking and business customers
a full range of products and services through its comprehensive electronic banking network, branches, and
offices across Canada, in the United States, and around
the world.

par tnering
Seizing business opportunities
While the spin from NDC and the formation of

ment, healthcare, gaming, and education. These specially

Canadian alliances captured headlines, Global Payments

tailored products integrate with and enhance the function-

strengthened its market position during 2001 with

ality of leading point-of-sale applications, increasing the

numerous actions that will have future benefits for the

appeal of Global’s solutions among these target markets.

company and its shareholders.
In addition, Global Payments provides business-to-busiGlobal Payments’ dual sales model increases market

ness services, such as funds transfer, cash management,

reach and helps the company to efficiently target both

financial electronic data interchange, management

large and small customers. Direct sales avenues include

information, and deposit reporting services, to customers

alliance banks and a sizable direct sales force that offers

in the U.S., Canada, Europe, and the Middle East.

services directly to merchants. Through its indirect model,
Global works closely with financial institutions and

Partnering for Growth and Expansion

Independent Sales Organizations (ISOs) so they can

Global Payments significantly expanded its alliance

offer their merchant customers Global’s affordable pay-

relationship with Comerica Bank. The expanded alliance

ment processing solutions.

follows Comerica’s acquisition of Imperial Bank in
January 2001. Global Payments retained its majority

The company has developed specific products to meet

interest in an expanded alliance that includes Imperial

the needs of merchants in such vertical markets as

Bank’s merchant portfolio, and extended the company’s

retail, lodging, restaurant, govern-

original alliance agreement with Comerica through

Global Payments
significantly expanded
its alliance relationship
with Comerica Bank

March 2008. The agreement appreciably strengthens

the U.S. that utilize many of Global’s vertical market

Global’s U.S. West Coast presence.

products and services. In addition, Total Merchant
Services, one of the industry’s fastest growing privately

One of the key strategies for Global Payments during fiscal

held ISOs, selected Global Payments to provide compre-

year 2001 was building the company’s network of ISOs to

hensive payment processing services.

include comprehensive payment processing support services. Several agreements helped to accomplish that goal.

Enhancing Direct Sales
During 2001, Global Payments revamped its sales and

Global Payments expanded its relationship with

marketing efforts to emphasize and expand the company’s

Retriever Payment Systems, one of the nation’s largest

direct sales channel. This supports Global Payments’

ISOs, to include additional merchant accounting services.

multi-channel distribution strategy while improving

Another major ISO agreement was signed with IRN

efficiencies and lowering costs.

Payment Systems, an ISO focusing on payment processing solutions and value-added services for a client base

An important component was the beta testing of the

of over 20,000 merchants.

company’s proprietary Merchant Enrollment @dvantage
system, which allows Global to bring new merchants

The company also agreed to acquire a substantial number

and ISOs on board in hours rather than days. The system

of merchant accounts from the Brennes-Jones Group,

utilizes a secure Internet portal plus customized screens

Inc., a portfolio consisting of merchants operating

that can intelligently populate associated fields for

primarily in the Southwestern and Western regions of

faster data entry and submission.
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business
Global Payments’ experience spans more than 30 years,
when its former parent company, NDC, helped pioneer
electronic payment processing. Today, Global combines
leading edge technology with that extensive experience
to offer solutions that meet the transaction processing
needs of both virtual and traditional businesses.
Global Payments offers a comprehensive array of endto-end products and services developed to meet our
customers’ business objectives. Our end-to-end customer
service features a sophisticated support system that
provides rapid access to information databases and
quick response to customer needs.

Using New Technologies
As businesses and consumers search for new, easier
ways of doing business, Global Payments is adapting its
services to meet these evolving needs as well as to take
advantage of emerging technologies. During the past
year, Global Payments continued to develop its technology
applications while also partnering with industry leaders
offering proven products.
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overview
Helping our customers prosper
Global Payments added InfoSpace’s Authorize.Net payment

example, in May, Global Payments enhanced its industry-

processing platform to its line of Internet-based payment

leading Global VIP PreferredTM, a consumer check-cashing

solutions. Authorize.Net provides a transaction-process-

card specifically designed for gaming establishments.

ing gateway for businesses selling goods and services online,

The new VIP Preferred eCheckTM offers consumers the

allowing merchants to authorize, process, and manage

option of cashing a paper check or requesting an electronic

credit card payments in real-time from their website.

check transaction.

An agreement with goEmerchant.com allows Global

Additionally, Global Payments refined its Electronic

Payments to provide a secure and cost-effective eCommerce

Benefits Transfer (EBT) system, which replaces traditional

product for small and mid-size merchants. The innovative

paper checks with electronic delivery of Federal and

product set offered through this partnership provides the

state-funded food stamps and cash benefits to recipients.

ability to sell products and services over the Internet,

EBT opens additional customer segments to the con-

while securely processing credit card transactions

venience and grocery store vertical markets.

through Global Payments’ processing network.
Global Payments remains a leader in the promising field
Global Payments also launched an updated version of its

of wireless transaction processing. With wireless, high-

Internet-based reporting program. Renamed Global Access

speed credit card authorization services, merchants can

@dvantageTM, the program improves the speed and quality

accept credit and debit cards in areas where telephone

of proprietary transaction information available to

dial-up is not feasible, such as taxis and limousines,

merchants as well as financial institutions and ISOs.

delivery services, quick service restaurants, sports arenas,
and outdoor venues.

Other existing Global products were enhanced during
the past year to add new features and functionality. For

Global remains
a leader in the
promising field of wireless
transaction processing

Global’s team is the key
The foundation for all successful companies is the creation and
adherence to a set of corporate values – or, said another way, the
company and its employees know what the company stands for.
Global Payments’ corporate values, which are stressed and reinforced daily, are:
• Treat all with respect and dignity
• “Delight” our customers
• Reward accomplishments while encouraging creativity
• Embrace meaningful change
• Have fun!
In addition to adhering to our corporate values, Global believes
attracting and retaining the best talent is key to continued
success. Our employees tell us that communication is an important element in creating “buy in” for our corporate objectives.
Therefore, as part of an ongoing commitment to effectively
communicate with employees, last year Global Payments
launched an employee program titled, “You’re the Key”.
The communications program emphasizes the company’s
mission and values, as well as provides information to employees
on topics such as strategic corporate initiatives, organizational
changes, progress against financial objectives, market
expansion, and acquisitions. Another facet of the program focuses on internal suggestions, in acknowledgement
that the best ideas on process and service improvements can
come from the people on the front line.
Implemented throughout the company, the program is designed
to strengthen cross-function communications and cooperation.
Through activities such as personal, on-site updates by management on a quarterly basis, the knowledge base of employees and
their sense of involvement are strengthened.
Ultimately, the program is designed to enhance customer service.
Global is committed to ensuring employees know their role is “key”.
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solutions for today and tomorrow
As one of the largest electronic transaction processing service providers in the world, Global
Payments processes billions of business and consumer transactions annually through our electronic
information network. In late November 2000, the operations center set an internal record for total
transaction volume by processing 765 transactions per second, or 14 million transactions daily.
This ability to handle peak demands during the busy holiday period showcases Global’s robust
network platform.

Global Payments Customers
Financial Institutions

Retailers

Corporations

Universities

Alliance Partners

Gaming Establishments

Independent Sales Organizations

Healthcare Providers

Value-Added Resellers

Trade Associations

Federal, State, and Municipal Agencies

Insurance Companies

Hotels

Virtual Markets

Restaurants

Not-for-Profits

Mail Order
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board and officers
Board of Directors
General Edwin H. Burba, Jr.

I. David Marshall

Retired, United States Army

Paul R. Garcia

Vice Chairman, Electronic Commerce,
Technology and Operations
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce

President and Chief Executive Officer
Global Payments Inc.

Richard E. Venn

Alex W. “Pete” Hart
Chairman
Hart & Associates

William I Jacobs

Left to right: William Jacobs, Robert Yellowlees,
David Marshall, Pete Hart, Richard Venn, Edwin
Burba, and Paul Garcia.

Managing Director and Chief
Financial Officer
The New Power Company

Senior Executive Vice President,
Corporate Development
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce

Robert A. Yellowlees
Chairman
Global Payments Inc.
Chairman
NDCHealth

Global Payments Executive Management
Jordan E. Cohen

Mary M. Plumstead

President
Canadian Operations

Vice President
Human Resources

James G. Kelly

Suellyn P. Tornay

Chief Financial Officer

General Counsel and Secretary

Barry W. Lawson
Chief Information Officer

Left to right, standing: Jordan Cohen, James Kelly,
Suellyn Tornay; seated: Mary Plumstead, Barry Lawson
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shareholder information
Annual Report on Form 10-K
Included in this Annual Report to Shareholders is a copy of the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal
year ended May 31, 2001, as filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission. Additional copies of the Company’s
Form 10-K will be sent to Shareholders free of charge upon written request to:
Investor Relations Department
Global Payments Inc.
Four Corporate Square
Atlanta, Georgia 30329-2009
Telephone: 404.235.4400

For general information regarding Global Payments Inc., see our website at www.globalpaymentsinc.com.

Annual Meeting
The Annual Meeting of Shareholders will be held at 11 a.m. local time, October 24, 2001, at the offices of
Global Payments, Four Corporate Square, Atlanta, Georgia.

Total Shares Outstanding (as of July 31, 2001)
36,520,346

Independent Public Accountants
Arthur Andersen LLP

General Counsel
Suellyn P. Tornay

Transfer Agent
SunTrust Bank
Post Office Box 4625
Atlanta, Georgia 30302
800.568.3476

Market Price and Dividend Information
Global Payments Inc. common stock is listed on the New York Stock Exchange under the ticker symbol “GPN”. The high
and low sales prices and dividend paid per share of the Company’s common stock for each quarter during the last fiscal
year were as follows:

High
Fiscal Year 2001(1)

Low

Dividend
per Share

First Quarter

—

—

—

Second Quarter

—

—

—

Third Quarter

20.90

18.03

$0.04

Fourth Quarter

26.50

16.65

$0.04

(1) The company commenced public trading on February 1, 2001.

Trademarks and registered trademarks of Global Payments may not be copied, imitated, or used, in whole or in part, without its prior written
permission. All other trademarks, registered trademarks, product names, and logos identified or mentioned herein are the property of their respective owners.

